Sale price for in stock items only. Quantities are limited.

NEBO High Bright 6000
The ultra-bright 6000 lumen utility light

$24.99
Normally $34.99
Instantly upgrade garages, closets, basements and attics without
batteries, rewiring or changing the fixture. This powerful 6,000 lumen
light fits in any standard household light socket and each of the adjustable LED panels can be tilted 90 degrees to direct the light exactly where
you need it.

Roofmelt Calcium
Chloride Tablets
14 lbs

TRUE Plasma Lighter
Compact Rechargeable Lighter

$19.99

$10.00

$24.99 usually!

Normally $22.29
The Roof Melt Ice Melt is designed to eliminate the need to
climb onto roofs while melt snow. The tablets help prevent
roof damage by melting through ice dams and allowing water
to drain safely.

The TRUE Plasma Lighter is compact, ruggedized and rechargeable. Micro USB rechargeability eliminates the need for lighter
fluid. The high-visibility blue lid makes it easy to spot, regardless
of where life takes you. With the Plasma Lighter’s water, dust &
impact-resistant design and windproof plasma arc, you’ll never
be without the oldest and most useful tool — fire.

Select Delta and Peerless Plumbing Fixtures

50% Off!
See the sale table by the register in our Camden store.
Selection includes kitchen and vanity faucets as well as
bathtub and shower faucets.

Presto 23 Quart Pressure Canner

$104.99
Normally $139.99 (save 25%)
Pressure canning is the only method recommended safe by the U.S.D.A. for low-acid foods
such as vegetables, meats and fish. The easy-to-read gauge automatically registers a complete range of processing pressures. Air vent/cover lock allows pressure to build up only
when the cover is closed properly and prevents the cover from opening until pressure is
safely reduced.
This Presto® Pressure Canner also doubles as water bath canners for preserving fruits,
jams, jellies, pickles and salsas. Constructed of extra-strong, warp-resistant aluminum and
suitable for use on regular and smooth-top ranges. Includes cooking/canning rack and
complete instruction and recipe book.

JOMAX 1 Gallon House
Cleaner and Mildew Killer

16’ 4 Gauge Battery
Jumper Cables

$15.99

$39.99

Normally $21.49 (save 25%)

Normally $55.19

Restore curb appeal and eliminate mold and mildew
with ZINSSER® JOMAX® house cleaner and mildew
killer. This powerful formula removes tough dirt and
stains. Just mix with bleach and water, apply, wait five
mins and rinse.

Road Power's® extra heavy-duty booster cables feature Polar-Glo™ clamps and T*Prene® jacket insulation. This enhanced line of booster cables ensures the
highest levels of user-safety and assures dependability
in the most extreme climate conditions.

Titebond III Ultimate
Wood Glue, 16oz

Stanley 25’ Tape
Measure

$7.99

$7.99

Normally $10.99

Normally $9.59

Titebond III ultimate wood glue is the first one-part,
water cleanup wood glue ever offered that is proven
waterproof. Titebond III is non-toxic, solvent-free and
cleans up with water - safer to use than traditional
waterproof wood glues. It provides strong initial tack,
sands easily without softening and is FDA approved
for indirect food contact (cutting boards).

Featuring a polymer-coated blade, high-impact ABS
case and a Tru-Zero® end hook, pros and DIYers alike
can count on this STANLEY 25 ft tape measure for precise measurements and long-lasting durability. It's
easy to read, easy to use and built for dependability.

